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JetBlue
JetBlue is continuously inspiring humanity both 
in the air and on the ground with a welcoming 
and comfortable experience, all while offering 
a great value at a reasonable price. The airline 
remains a top choice for business travelers.
   
Most recently, JetBlue was ranked #1 in the American Customer 
Satisfaction Index® for air travel, as well as the Best Mid-Size & 
Low Cost Airline in North America and Top Ten Best Airline in 
the World in TripAdvisor’s Travelers’ Choice® Awards for Airlines. 

With the JetBlue experience customers receive:
•  Personal TV screens at every seat with free live entertainment 

by DIRECTV® and 100+ channels of SiriusXM® radio
•  The most legroom in coach*
•  Unlimited brand-name snacks and drinks
•   Genuine service from friendly crewmembers

•  Fly-Fi®, JetBlue’s 
revolutionary free  
gate-to-gate Wi-Fi 
product, allowing 
travelers to take  
their business to  
the sky

•  Even More® Space 
seats, as well as priority 
boarding and  
Even More® Speed, a 
convenient expedited 
lane to go through 
security in select 
domestic markets

Mint®: Refreshing Premium Experience
JetBlue has minted a new way to fly. Mint® is JetBlue’s refreshing 
take on a premium experience. It is top-notch service with stylish 
lie-flat seats, ideal for business travel road-warriors.

Currently available daily from Los Angeles and San Francisco 
to Boston, Fort Lauderdale and New York (JFK),  Mint is also 
offered on select flights to Aruba, Barbados, Grenada, St. Lucia, 
and St. Maarten with service to Las Vegas and San Diego in 2017.  

Some features of JetBlue’s Mint experience include:
•  Fully lie-flat beds up to 6’ 8,” averaging the longest in the  

U.S. domestic business class market
•  The only private suites with closing doors in the American 

market, four on each flight

•   Seats up to 22.3” wide, making them the widest seats on  
average in the U.S. domestic market

•   Shoe storage
•  Dual 110 volt power outlets with two USB port at every seat
•  15-inch flat screen with up to 100 channels of DIRECTV® 

programming and 100+ channels of SiriusXM® radio

This year we plan to begin the restyling of our Airbus A320 
cabins to build upon the popularity of the A321 cabin experience.  
The transformation will introduce a new inflight entertainment 
system with larger HD seatback televisions, power outlets,  
ergonomic seats and generous personal space to accentuate our 
crewmembers’ continued dedication to service and hospitality. 

As New York’s Hometown Airline™ and a leading carrier in 
Boston, Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, Los Angeles (Long Beach), 
Orlando, and San Juan, JetBlue remains committed to the needs 
of business travelers.

* Based on the average fleet-wide seat pitch for U.S. airlines 

To learn more about partnering with JetBlue, email        
salesteam@jetblue.com or visit jetblue.com/corporate


